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Technical Article: Small-Scale Metal Spinning 
 
EDITOR’S INTRO 
 As Editor of SNAG’s Technical Articles, I am periodically inspired to write an article myself.  
Since I first became aware of metal spinning almost twenty years ago working for Boris Bally, I have 
been fascinated with it and transfixed by its rapid demonstration of the plasticity of metal.  I learned 
how to spin under Gary Griffin at Cranbrook in 1999 and have been incorporating spun parts into my 
own work since then.  This article is based on small-scale metal spinning pieces I created for the Pin 
Swap at the 2010 SNAG Conference in Houston, Texas. 
 

  
 
 Howdy y’all!  Although I am a Metalsmithing & Jewelry faculty member at the University of 
North Texas, I’m not really a Texan (but, as the bumper stickers say, I did move here as fast as I 
could).  Ever since I made these spun cowboy hat pins for the 2010 SNAG Conference in Houston, I 
thought they would be a great example for a technical article about metal spinning.  Although metal 
spinning is a centuries old process, there are surprisingly few practitioners and even fewer using it as 
part of contemporary one-of-a-kind work.  The proliferation of CNC metal spinning equipment has 
made production components more affordable but reduced the number of skilled spinners making 
one-of-a-kinds.  I hope that this article inspires more people to experiment with metal spinning and 
perhaps incorporate into their own work. 
 For those of you not familiar with metal spinning, it is the forming of metal with specific tools 
while the metal blank is rotating on a lathe (not a subtractive process like machining).  Spinning tools 
are used like simple levers, pushing against the rotating blank of metal to form it.  Depending on the 
size of the spun piece, different sizes of woodturning or metal spinning lathes can be used.  The most 
important aspect of the lathe is that it is sufficiently stable for the forces involved.  The lathe I use was 
manufactured for woodturning but is great for metal spinning as well.  The only alteration I had to 
make in order to use it for metal spinning was to change the toolrest. 
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 The toolrest used in metal spinning is very different from the kind used in woodturning or 
machining.  Because of the need of a fulcrum for the spinning tool, the toolrest must be able to 
accommodate toolposts.  Throughout the spinning of a piece, the toolposts and toolrest are moved 
frequently to adjust for the constantly changing outside diameter of the metal. 
 

 
 
 Basic metal spinning tools are relatively simple to make, especially if you are able to do any 
hot forging or have a blacksmith friend that could help you out.  I’ve been fortunate to either find my 
spinning tools used or have them gifted to me.  The typical “spoon” tool usually has a variety of radii 
within a single tool to allow it to be used in a variety of ways during the process of a piece.  Other 
more sophisticated tools are used for more advanced or technical processes, like a wheel tool for the 
rolling of the edge of the piece. 
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 “Chucks” are the positive forms that metal is spun up against to maintain uniformity while 
producing a series of similar pieces.  Most of the spinning of any piece is mostly done “on air” (the 
metal not up against the chuck.  The metal is only spun against the chuck at the end of spinning to 
help ensure the piece has the required form and dimensions.  When making prototypes or one-of-a-
kind pieces, any chuck can be used that will not interfere with the final form desired. 
 

 
 

 As with any process involving rotating power equipment, appropriate safety precautions should 
be taken.  Beyond just securing anything that might get caught in the lathe (long hair, loose clothing 
or jewelry, etc.), I would strongly recommend a face shield, tight fitting gloves, and a dedicated work 
apron or worksuit.  A variety of lubricants are applied to the metal blank which eventually spin off the 
work (and onto you) so having separate work clothes for spinning is helpful in keeping grease and oil 
from getting all over everything.  Obviously NEVER touch the edge of the rotating blank and be aware 
that the blank can fly out so a face shield is always required. 
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 For this article, I will be illustrating how I spin and form the Cowboy Hat Pins.  In this image, the 
aluminum blank is held between the chuck and the follower block.  The follower block should have a 
small enough outside diameter to allow the spinning tool to push the blank around the first shoulder of 
the chuck, seating the blank on the chuck and reducing the chance of the blank slipping out.  The 
follower block is held in the tailstock, ideally with a live bearing that allows it to spin along with the 
metal blank, reducing friction and heat.  Typical RPM while spinning is 500-1000.  Be sure that the 
disk is precisely centered.  Experienced spinners can do this with the lathe running by loosely holding 
the disk between the chuck and follower block and centering with a push stick.  This is an extremely 
advanced and dangerous practice so it is advised that you center the disk before starting the lathe. 
 

 
  
 One of the most challenging aspects of learning metal spinning is that a certain amount of 
strength and confidence is necessary to get the metal to move (just like in hammer forming).  The 
other challenging aspect is that every piece is a little bit different and knowing exactly how to move 
the spinning tool and how much force to use only comes with experience.  Generally, the force should 
decrease as you move out towards the edge, which helps keep the edge perpendicular to the axis of 
rotation.  This is critical so that the piece maintains structural integrity, which prevents collapse or 
wrinkles. 
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 For larger pieces, it will be necessary to trim the edge.  Trimming keeps the edge of the piece 
concentric with its center and relieves some tension that builds up in the piece.  The effect is like 
slightly annealing the piece.  When the piece is almost complete, burnishing or polishing the piece is 
usually done while still mounted on the lathe. 
 

 
 
 Although not a typical approach in spinning, the Cowboy Hat Pins have several subsequent 
forming stages not done on the lathe.  Knowing that I would dap the top of the hat in, I spun the blank 
a little taller to account for the metal compressing back down.  I used this example to encourage the 
incorporation of other techniques along with basic metal spinning. 
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 Since metal spinning is typically used to create hollowware and vessels, I wanted to show a 
variety of my experiments.  As you can see, many of them have involved the exploration of perforated 
blanks and how the perforations deform through spinning.  Other techniques that you see in the 
samples include the use of a backstick to support the metal while spinning (which can reduce 
wrinkles), rolling an edge (a standard industrial approach to finishing the edge of the metal), and 
backspinning (rolling the metal back on itself, like the metal version of a turtleneck sweater) 
 

  
 
 I did want to share my inspiration for the Cowboy Hat Pins.  As a frequent visitor to flea 
markets, garage sales, and junk shops, I noticed and started collecting the cowboy hat ashtrays 
pictured.  Although some were certainly produced as souvenirs, I see most of them as a form of 
folk/outsider art since they are probably inspired by the typical Industrial Art assignment also included 
here.  Ironically (or perhaps prophetically), I began collecting these items before I ever knew that I 
would end up living in Texas. 
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 By necessity, this article can only be the briefest of introductions to metal spinning.  Thankfully, 
there are a myriad of print and online resources available to anyone interested in pursuing this further.  
Of course, I would be happy to answer any questions since this article is only able to include the most 
basic of introductory information.  In the future, I am hoping to offer metal spinning workshops and 
other public demonstrations once suitable venues are found.  Please contact me with any 
suggestions or opportunities on how to share metal spinning with others. 
 

 


